Teacher Resources

Designed
for Year 2

About the author
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Dianne Hofmeyr is one of South Africa’s
foremost writers for children, winning many
prizes including The Sanlam Gold Award for
Youth Literature (twice). Her books have been
translated into 18 languages. She grew up in
the Western Cape, South Africa where she
taught art and now lives in London with her
family. www.diannehofmeyr.com

About the
illustrator
Piet Grobler is an acclaimed, multi-award
winning South African illustrator and author
of over eighty books for children. He cofounded the International Centre for the
Picture Book in Society which he set up whilst
Course Leader for Illustration at the University
of Worcester. www.pietgrobler.com

English
To be able to listen to, discuss, and express
views on a fiction text
To be able to write for different purposes
To be able to write using key words,
including new vocabulary
To use expanded noun phrases to describe
and specify

Intro
Explore the book's illustrations in more detail. Ask
children to look at how Piet's illustrations help tell
the story alongside Dianne's text (e.g. when Cat is
chased out of Cafe de Paris). Are there any points
where the illustrations tell us more than the text?
What does Dianne's text bring to the story?
Encourage children to think about the sounds of
words as they read (e.g. the motions involved in
dress making & Cat's movements around Paris).
Point out the use of onomatopoeia and sibilance or
alliteration. What does this achieve?
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Vocabulary
Reread the story and ask children to make a
note of words they don't know. As a class you
can look up the definitions, and then children
can match up definitions to the words
independently (page 3).
Children can then try using these new words
in their own sentences to ensure they
understand their meanings.

Review
Now it's time for children to become
journalists and write a review of
Madame Kitty's latest event at
Catacombs Club! Use the five Ws.
Who's performing? How did they move
across the stage? Did the crowd enjoy
it? Can you incorporate Dianne
Hofmeyr's language into your review?
What about using alliteration?

Vocabulary

Mewled
Slink
Exquisite
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to walk in a slow relaxed way

to move somewhere very quietly and slowly,
especially because you are ashamed or do not want
to be seen

Sauntered
Nimble

extremely beautiful or carefully made

able to move quickly and easily

to make a weak crying sound

History

To be able describe memories of key events
To be able to recognise why people did things
To be able to use a sourceto answer questions about
the past
To be able to sequence events in time
Identify differences between ways of life at different
times

Intro
Read the biographies of Edith Piaf and Josephine
Baker at the back of the book (page 5).
Listen to Edith Piaf sing what she's most famous for.
Ask children why these women are important figures
in history. Why did they do what they did? How were
they brave? How did they make a difference to
society?
CHALLENGE: Ask children to see if they can find
out more about more about the lives of Piaf and
Baker. They should think about key words they
might use in a search engine.
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Hot seating
In order to help children take on
these historical figures explain that
you are going to do a‘hot
seat’activity.
Invite children to imagine they are
Edith Piaf or Josephine Baker, with
others in the class asking questions.
You may ask them how they might be
feeling at points in their life.

Timeline
Now it's time for children to
create their own timeline of
Baker's life using the short
biography as a reference point
(page 6).
Encourage children to
illustrate each period. How do
you think she's feeling? When
do you think she's most happy?
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Josephine Baker: Her Story
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Geography
To be able to use pictures, maps and globes
To be able to follow a route on a map
To be able to draw a map of a real or imaginary place
To be able to follow directions NSEW

Intro
Ask children to share what they know about Paris and

Navigation
Show children a compass on the board. Invite
discussion about using directions. When might we
be using north and south rather than left or right?
Using the template in pairs (page 8), children can
start giving each other directions to the
landmarks on Piet Grobler's map of Paris.
Will they be able to give accurate directions to
ensure their partner will navigate their way to the
chosen destination?

France. Can they find it on a map? Which continent
is it on? Can anyone speak French? Read 'Paris Cat'
again encouraging children to record anything they
find that tells them something about Paris.
Ask them to think about:
Landmarks
Food
Language
Famous people
Fashion
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Cartography
Now it's time for children to create their own map
(page 9)! These can be real or imaginary.
Encourage children to think about what they
might include such as bridges, landmarks, rivers,
or even public facilities like toilets. What would be
useful to feature on a map?
Challenge: Can they spot the key on Piet Grobler's
map? Why do fish feature so heavily? Encourage
children to include their own key on their map.

Navigate your way around Paris
Destination
Starting point

Destination
Starting point

Destination
Starting point

Destination
Starting point
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Illustrated by Piet Grobler

Map of
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Art

Explore the works of artists from different
times and cultures
Create images from a variety of media e.g.
photocopies, crepe paper, magazines

Intro
This lesson plan explores
the job of the illustrator,
Piet Grobler, and the
processes involved.
It gives children the
opportunity to compare
and contrast artistic
styles from the past, and
create their own
illustrations drawing on
what they’ve discovered.
Read an interview with illustrator Piet Grobler
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Find a list of definitions of the techinques Piet
refers to, along with examples from his work (page
12).

Techniques
Ask the children to choose their favourite
illustration. Allow them to spend time looking at
the spread they’ve chosen. Can they identify the
different techniques Piet mentions? How does
this illustration help to tell Dianne Hofmeyr’s
story?
Piet created the illustrations using mixed media
and collage. Children can have a go creating
their own cat character drawing on techniques
used by Piet. How does it feel? What do they like
about it? What is more challenging?

Poster
Find two posters on page 13. Ask the children to
identify the similarities and differences.
Children are now invited to create their own event
poster for Madame Kitty’s next event at Catacombs
Club. Have a group discussion about the key
information needed on a poster of this kind. For
their design, they can choose their own style, but
remind them of their audience. Which techniques
will they employ?

Piet Grobler's techniques
watercolour
Definitions from www.dictionary.cambridge.org

Mixed media – ‘Different methods for producing art.
For example, using paint, pencils, pens, and glue all in
one picture.’
Collage – ‘A picture in which various materials or
objects, for example paper, cloth, or photographs, are
stuck onto a larger surface.’
Palette – ‘The range of colours that an artist usually
paints with.’
Art Deco – ‘A style of decoration that was especially
popular in the 1930s and uses simple shapes and lines
and strong colours.’
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pencil

collage
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More books from Tiny Owl
Modern Fables
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Our collection of modern fables explore concepts such as freedom,
love, friendship, family and happiness, told from unique and varying
perspectives.

